
THEME:  Most of the employees who are members of Senault’s communication hierarchy 

were generally disqualified for their employment positions under mainstream society’s 

standards. The unqualified became the majority.  So they made a pact, part of their  shared 

secret to conceal their incompetence by a quiet anarchy that upturned society by filtering 

members in by positions, namely service workers, blue collar labourers and middling 

management.  Their secret was to have the unqualified made normal to accept lowered 

standards and in turn, they would ‘vote’ as to which light hued male of mediocre work ethic 

and lackadaisical standards would be amenable if they and management concealed the 

evidence of their lack of employability and lack of competence and compliance with basic 

business standards.  That was two secrets. 

 

The all wanted revenge for being passed over due to too high standards for jobs that they were 

not qualified for. IT was a dark hued male leader of the so-called grassroots organization that 

was a front for the acronym sexual orientation movement, who in an interview with a light 

hued male journalist of mainstream broadcast news who indeed provide a most disturbing 

response to the interviewers’ question.  It was near the time when the then two-hued male 

national governance leader invited their national representative to the White House to which 

they rejected.  The news reporter asked him poignantly, “What exactly do you want?”  The 

dark hued male squirmed.  He may have *sucked* his teeth as a prelude to what would be an 

affront to all that which the true dark hued ones of decades past,of the ‘Civil Rights’ old guard 

fought for—equality.  Indeed with these vagrants to dark hued ones, who fought be from the 

scenes of social causes their immediate form as maintained and accelerated the corruption of 

DNA Sequence as subhuman and semi humans and infiltrated Senault’s communication 

hierarchy years later.  This dark hued one, who claimed to be communication hierarchy years 

later.  This dark hued one, who claimed to be communication hierarchy years later.  This dark 

hue one, who claimed to be a representative said, “We want lowered standards.”  Had there 

been an audience present, Peradăyah  believed a collective gasp would have been likely heard.  

Had some members of the old guard of the true dark hued ones of ethnicity of that land mass  

been present, he might have been shot; at least sat down for disrupting the established legacy.  

Separate but equal was the standard for normalcy, for those who knew that they were equally 

qualified, but systematically discriminated against.  All of those vagrants, vagabonds, inhabited 

and mortals with dim lights retained were never qualified to be among those of civilized 

mainstream society, but somehow inverted the civil rights legacy.  They admitted that they 

were not equal to the light hued male or any other qualified person regardless of race or 

ethnicity.  They in their virulent low self-worth embraced the false doctrine of hue supremacy 

under Senault’s guidance, through their networks of pseudo comradery.  However, they 

voluntarily disenfranchised themselves by deferring their vote to the light hued female.  They 

and all of those who were in agreement with their secrets and their side seals were the antithesis 

of what the true land mass was evolving to.  No wonder that dark hued males said with his 

light hued female who coddled her male complement at the Aviation Hub of the kingdom, “You 

have no rights,” to Peradăyah .  The dark hued ones of Senault’s communication hierarchy 

voluntarily surrendered their rights carte blanch to be the stereotypical jester of the world stage 

to reserve, without question, social treats, which primarily entailed disrespecting Peradăyah  

and committing crimes against humanity against her.  Middle management of mainstream 

society was the melded formulation of the superimposed hierarchy.  Certain  employees such 

as the dark hued males, planted through recommendations and after recruitment to join 



Senault’s communication hierarchy and perform the exchange, who were already hierarchal  

members certain businesses and institutions in particular cities all harassed Peradăyah  for 

years and acted as her life blockers, including the most recent theft of her personal property 

and luggage.  They were the cholesterol of Peradăyah ’s arteries.  Their purpose in clogging 

her life’s follow that was to stagnate Peradăyah ’s advancement  in her major scroll, pause her 

relaxation, disrupt her relocation in the kingdom, hoping that she would yield to their blockage 

and prevent her from being wed to Prince Aleum.  They would not say so often, but they 

claimed the endorsement of his initial bonded mate former, who was already to be sat down by 

royal decree1. 

 
1 See Excerpt dated 12/06/2023 from The Alchemic Kingdoms:  The Final Battle For Light (The Opening of Water), 

Book No. 8:  There was no inversion.  Both places conducted themselves the same way for months.  This was their 

pattern.  Pattern was yet another negation of their proclaimed belief system of chaos to produce order by doing things 

backwards.  One of Senault’s backdoor deals.  Give the middling hued female performer a continued storyline in a 

pictoral recording in his major employ which represents that Near Eastern south Asian country’s populace = 

representation and the funding and Senault, Prince Aleum’s initial bonded mate former receives a portion of the $16 

billion distribution.  

Part of Gamemaster was supposedly to find Senault a wife, but the reality was to find Prince Aleum his true wife as 

his initial bonded mate former was a placeholder.  She was of low breeding, but at minimum was heal. They were to 

birth offspring and heirs to the throne.  Prince Aleum already told her years ago that she would be with him for only a 

time.  Her time expired between 2022 and 2023.  An uncanny incident happened while Peradăyah was at the Edifice 

of Scrolls on November 16, 2023.  She had only six minutes left on her computer time.  Peradăyah calculated the day 

as [1 + 6] = 7.  The 6 cancelled the seven.  The year was still 2023 which she computed as [2 + 0 + 2 + 3] = 7.  The 

day was Thursday, the day which members of Senault’s communication hierarchy still decided to use as the main 

ammunition day to cause Peradăyah social distress.  Thursday is the sixth day, counting from the traditional Sabbath 

of the week.  Thus that seven cancelled out this six.  Peradăyah approached the charcoal dark hued male clerk to ask 

for more time on the computer.  He scrunched his face and looked at his computer as if to delay his response and likely 

run the last remaining minutes out.  Before he answered, a tall light hued female, one whom Peradăyah perceived as 

inclining towards other women and was part of the networks of observers and reporters said directly to Peradăyah 

while her focus remained on the actual labourer she addressed, “You’ve had your time.”  Peradăyah thought the same 

about Prince Aleum’s initial bonded mate former not too many minutes later.  ‘She had her time.’ There was no more 

time left for her and Prince Aleum had to make haste to retrieve Peradăyah from that land mass and bring her home 

to him and to the kingdom permanently. 

She refused to leave quietly as she was now fully an inhabited. Senault was her Navigator. Based on certain decisions 

by the elite post-Gamemaster, they made a stipulation with Senault and his communication hierarchy, who were of the 

left that because they lost, operated at a deficit and intended to fully execute their treason against that land mass, they 

had to get Peradăyah's approval for their activities in the future. They continued to torture her knowing with complete 

understanding that she would not tolerate, approve nor affirm any acts that they committed or planned to commit 

against her. The elites' decision affected Prince Aleum’s former bonded mate, who, if she were to perform any activity 

outside the authority and auspices of the Crown and independently would have to seek Peradăyah’s approval as she 

was a full participant in the war crimes and other criminal acts committed against Peradăyah. Thus, his bonded mate's 

abuse of Prince Aleum became more public and obvious, making her guilty of treason against the Crown and the 

kingdom. The now king decided in the best interest of the parties, to support the line of succession, to secure Peradăyah 

to the kingdom and the monarch and have her safely sequestered with the heir-apparent, a prince Aleum through safe 

passage, arrival and permanent stay in preparation for their nuptials, to remove certain titles, all access, all privileges 

to them, royal patronages, equipment, authority, treasure, jewels, other real. And personal property in perpetuity and 

to absolutely without option of revocation of such royal declaration to sit Prince Aleum's initial bonded mate down 

henceforth and forevermore. The now king has so declared. 

 



Middle management becomes the crux between lower rung and above for presentation side of 

pretending that nothing has really changed except for their presence and manner of operations.  

Seeping their wicked intent without the stagnate appearance of obvious attention would 

increase the likelihood of acceptance by unsuspecting mortals with retained lights who are 

unofficially of the spectrum.  Thus, Senault’s communication hierarchy and the superimposed 

hierarchy committed to cement the melding of their hierarchies through philosophies of 

inversion, Jindin, alchemy were simply rouses with a voodoo practice to heighten the deceit 

that many of their members were incompetent before with no purpose who should have never 

been recruited with power or authority even temporarily—even as an experiment.  Middle 

management became the glue that holds these hierarchies in place as all of them perform their 

practice through their employ which is why dark-hued males who hunted Peradăyah  to try to 

rape and impose vulgarity and contradictions on her while yelping for her to “get a job” and 

“what’s your plan” so that they could invert her purpose that the Unseen Hand destined for her 

and the permanent life blockers that it could never be ascertained.  Peradăyah  thus constructed 

a “Middle Management” charting that included all the positions that most hires likely worked 

in and Senault’s communication hierarchy overlay version.  When Peradăyah  noticed that rules 

of a past game were never enforced and all that their superiors did was make their members 

not work as remotely as before, she also noticed, an increase of tense silence among those 

whose employ naturally required for them to work in person the entire time by the nature of 

their duties, such as service workers.  Senault’s communication hierarchy never granted 

Peradăyah  he justice after racially, ideologically and ethnically profiling her and gender 

discriminating against her with dark hued males arguing that “a nigga that has escaped the 

numeral six plantation called that land mass,…” sharecropping her life by exacerbating a debt 

originally $500 into the thousands by severing her access to reasonable resources so that they 

could continue to put her on display to appeal to the pedophiliac, racist light hued male national 

governance leader, placate the new norm of governance diminished form a meritocracy to a 

mediocrity and a form of democracy to a totalitarianism, ex post facto, Anti-Semitic national 

governance with Peradăyah  as their sole target and sacrifice to continue to operate on the 

numeral six 6 while attempting to destroy, and if not, incapacitate those of the numeral seven 

(7).   Peradăyah  thus crafted the Middle management charting where “get a job” cry of the 

dark hued males was to implore members of Senault’s communication hierarchy to use their 

employ and its daily operations as well as resources to oppress innocents as part of fulfillment 

of their social membership dues.  What she would realize after recalling her own prior 

experiences in the workforce and the copious amounts of customer service complaints she had 

to file with businesses over the years was that middle management was more than just manger 

and employees.  She remembered rom truly functioning businesses and nongovernmental 

instigations that their structure required  organizational charts to be in compliance with certain 

federal and state regulations and to qualify for certain funding.  The more experience the 

business, the more intricate the appearance of an organization could appear.  Senault of Senault 

had his own organization built within his communication hierarchy.  There existed in the midst 

of his die heard and steadfast loyal followers, the Institution of Senault.  Just s the current 

mediocre and nonchalant current management were likely those who were passed over for 

managerial and general manger positions in the past, Senault was unqualified to manage the 

dark hued ones let alone businesses.  Peradăyah  remember that when she  lived in the island, 

Senault through his attached middling extended evil one, would house himself in different 

employees attempting to impress Peradăyah  hat he could perform daily duties of a practical 



job, but often messed up the assignment or made matters more complicate than necessary.  

Similar to his overall scheme of his connection to Peradăyah .  She realized when the discovery 

of her destiny was to be wed to Prince Aleum.  Thus, with the agreement of lower standards, 

whose who were originally qualified stepped into the role of management, heavily relying on 

security guards to help conceal their incompetence by threat, intimidation, and theft and 

otherwise exceeding their authority, reflecting he uniformed version of all members of 

Senault’s communication hierarchy that were civilian correctional officers to innocents in their 

inversion of the rule of law and civilized society with the Negro henchmen doing what they 

always did, using violence, corruption, threat and intimation, blackmail, extortion as the means 

to woefully and unjustifiably  obtain, the respect of the average consumer, visitor, guest or 

patron of any facility, business, institution or organization.  Peradăyah immediately presented 

her Middling Management Charting to Prince Aleum: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 


